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A)	SYNONYMS					B) 	ANTONYMS					1)	d) BROKE					4)	a) blamed2)	b) unwilling					5)	c) expressed3)	a) gifted					6)	c) uglyC)	ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS7)	c) varsity					8)	b) one who studies birds9)	c) abandoning one who is in difficulty	10)	c) mismanage11)	a) eye lashes					12)	b) altogether13)	d) Electro Cardio Gram			14)	a) collapsedII	A) APPRECIATION & POETIC DEVICES ANY 315)	a) Modern people				b) Metaphor16)	a) Athletes					b) They sweat for fun and money17)	a) Lines written in early spring and William Wordsworth	b) Faith;flower18)	a) Virtuous people / people			b) With deep and true devotionIII	A) ANSWER ANY 724)  	Prabhu asked Kiran what he was doing there and said that he hadn't seen him for a  few months. 	Kiran replied that he had just  come back from his native town, Virudhunagar.25) 	The team was trained by the coach and the match was won by the team.26) 	were, 			would fly27)	was going, 		saw28)	the, 			an29)	aren't you?,		did you?30)	for,			of31)	are sifted,		are added32)	a) The girl and her sisters watch television everyday.	b) A lady lives with ten cats in that big house. // A lady in that big house lives with ten cats.33)	On account of / because of / due to,		but	B) ANSWER ANY 134)	R.K. Narayan, whose full name is Rasipuram Krishnawami Narayan was born on October 10, 1906,	at Chennai in Tamilnadu. He is one of the most finest authors of Indian writing in English.				(OR)35)	"Is that you, Jimmy Wells?" cried the man in the door.		ANSWER ANY ONE42)	a) Gadgets are electronically simplified applications that have been designed to make our	    life simple and convenient.	b) Gadgets are important for a modern family where both husband and wife are working and	    do not have much time at their disposal.	c) Teens go crazy over the gadgets and wherever they find something new, they don't get peace	     till they are able check out the features.	d) To a certain limit. Everyone must spend some quality time with the family members	     instead of being engrossed in mobiles or watching T.V.				(OR)43)	a) If you think you will lose, you are lost.	b) The man who thinks he can	c) Optimism / Positive attitude		d) Any suitable title
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